Apr. 3rd 2013, 60 Oxford street 3rd and 4th floor, team 12

Parker Group: room 323
Overall very neat housekeeping.
**Issues:**
- One acetone bottle needs to be clearly labeled.
- A secondary container may be needed for a base bottle.
- A new CO2 laser engraver needs to be inspected.

Howe Group: room 312
**Issues:**
- Inspection tag for emergency eyewash is missing.
- Put Isopropyl Alcohol bottle in the inflammable cabinet.
- Some very old chemicals (Neutral Buffered Formalin and paint thinner bottles) need to be removed from the inflammable cabinet.
- Some clutter on the lab desk.

Mahadevan Group: room 328
Nice labeled cabinets with solvent only and bases only.
**Issues:**
- Flammable chemical (Methyltrimethoxysilane) was removed from the refrigerator to the inflammable cabinet.
- Expired chemicals (Extract powder, Agar and H2O2) need to be picked up.
- Old respirator may need to be removed.

Walsh Group: room 409
**Issues:**
- May need large size nitrile glove.
- Make a clear sign indicating no food zone in the lab space since the office and the lab are in the same room.